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Introduction 

Every day, 397 Syrians die, and up to the date, there have been more than 250,000 casualties in                  

the last five years of the Syrian War. It has been reported that 408,464 Syrian Refugees have fled the                   

country and have been able to find a nurturing country to welcome them, but five million other refugees                  

have not. Both sides of the war aim to conquer territories from the opposite party, leading to the excessive                   

bombardment of cities like Damascus and Homs, while unknowingly which, the two parties have left               

collateral destruction in their trace.  

Such tragedy started back in March of 2011, when anti-government protests quickly escalated into              

a Civil War, which is between rebel groups and President Bashar al-Assad, and the new party of militants                  

from the Islamic State. The democratic protests broke out in 2011 to stand up against the torturing and                  

arrest of school kids who had graffitied democratic ideas the walls of the school; in response, the officers                  

opened fire creating many killing many students. The opposition soon began to use arms at their protests                 

to so they could not only defend themselves but their families back home. Following, the rebels formed                 

groups throughout Syria and began to conquer cities, towns and countrysides from the government. More               

parties have gotten involved in the fighting for territory such as the Islamic State, Hezbollah and the                 

Kurdish people. 

In August of 2013, hundreds of civilians died from a chemical weapon attack, which were rockets                

filled with sarin fired at Damascus by the Syrian Government. And after the US had military intervened in                  

the War to war President Assad of chemical weapon use, he agreed to the destruction and removal of the                   

Syrian chemical weapons arsenal.  

In June 2014, The Islamic State began to take control of major town in Syria to impose the rule of                    

the caliphate; soon after, the US launched airstrikes to fully demolish the IS in Syria. While Russia began                  
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airstrikes to target all terrorists found in Syria.  

Attempts by the United Nations in resolving the War began with the implementation of the 2012                

Geneva Communique, which created the transition to a government in Syria where there was a “basis of                 

mutual consent” with all the major powers. Later in January 2016, the US and Russia tried to have                  

representatives of the opposition and the government to discuss in Geneva a “Security             

Council-Endorsement Roadmap”, including plans for an election and ceasefire, but such did not occur.  

The Syrian government is now enjoying of the support of Russia and Iran, who have spent billions                 

of dollars boosting President Assad’s weapons and military advisors; but has also enjoyed from the               

unwavering support of Lebanon’s Shia Islamist Hezbollah. On the other hand, the opposition has various               

support from the international community, such as; Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Jorda, United States,              

United Kingdom and France.  

 

The Situation in Syria. 22 Jan. 2017. 

Definition of Key Terms 
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Civil War 

A Civil War is a war between organized groups within the same state or country.  

Refugee 

A refugee is someone who has been forced to flee his or her country because of persecution, war,                  

or violence. A refugee has a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality,                

political opinion or membership in a particular social group. 

Shia 

One of the main branches of Islam, that rejects the first three Sunni caliphs and regards Ali, the                  

fourth caliph, as Muhammad's first true successor and one of the main parties is the one following the                  

President Assad.  

Sunni 

The other main branch of Islam, described as orthodox, where it accepts any Muslim to be the                 

caliph. As seen by the the Kurds.  

Caliphate  

A caliphate is an Islamic state. It is led by a caliph, who is a political and religious leader who is a                      

successor (caliph) to the Islamic prophet Muhammad. His power and authority is absolute. 

Chemical Weapons 

A chemical weapon is a specialized munition that uses chemicals formulated to inflict death or               

harm on humans. Such weapons are so massive, that many agreements have taken place to cease their                 

creation, but recently Assad and ISIS broke such agreement.  

Al-Nusra Front militants 

The al-Nusra Front is primarily made up of Syrian jihadists. Its goals are to overthrow al-Assad's                

government in Syria and to create an Islamic emirate under sharia law. 

General Overview 

In the Syrian Civil War, many aspects have been crucial to the evolution, development and               
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long-lasting effect of the conflict in the Middle East. Even though chemical weapons have been banned                

by international agreements, their use has not diminished throughout the years. Additionally, the             

international interventions by key nations have had negative and positive effects on the outcome of the                

war and the parties involved in the dispute, causing an enormous number of refugees to flee the country                  

or live homeless on the streets of their hometowns.  

Chemical Welfare 

Many of the chemical attacks that have taken action during the Civil War, normally cannot be                

confirmed by what party the attacks were created by. Out of many, the deadliest attacks during the war                  

have been the Ghouta attack in the suburbs of Damascus in August 2013, and the Khan al-Assad attack in                   

the suburbs of Aleppo during March 2013.  

A large arsenal of chemical weapons was discovered of the Syrian Ba’athist military, attributing              

them the responsibility of the attacks, whereas before it was unknown who had started them. Furthermore,                

the United Nations did a fact-finding mission to investigate the attacks and find proof of what party                 

committed the crime. As a result, the mission found out that the nerve agent sarin was used in the case of                     

Khan al-Assad, Saraqib, Ghouta, Jobar and Ashrafiyat Sahnaya; chemicals that were stored in the Syrian               

Army’s stockpile. Consequently, the international community was forced to press the idea of             

disarmament of the Syrian Armed Forces from chemical weapons, due to the mass destruction they had                

propagated. In 2014, such action took place, but chemical attacks have not been fully erased from the                 

Syrian War. In August 2016, the United Nations publicly blamed, after thorough investigation, the Syrian               

Military of Bashar al-Assad for dropping chlorine bombs on the towns of Talmenes, in April 2014, and                 

Saramin, in March 2015, as well as ISIS for exposing sulfur mustard on the town of Marea in August                   

2015. Most recently, in April 2017, a chemical attack on Khad Shaykhun provoked the United States to                 

take military action against the Syrian government air base.  

Foreign Intervention 

Russia 

Since the beginning of the war, Russia has intervened six times in the Syrian Civil War, for the                  

fact that they have a very close relationship with Syria, all have been to aid the Syrian Government and                   

help fight off their enemies. Such started with the airstrikes from the 30th of September to the 8th of                   

October 2015, where hundreds warplanes were sent to hit the rebel opposition of the government,               
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Hezbollah and ISIS in several different locations with more than a thousand casualties. On the 29th of                 

November 2015, Russian aircrafts struck the Syrian Idlib, where the opposition has bases, and the               

Turkistan Islamic Party. From December 2015 to February 2016, Russia commenced a series of strikes on                

Syria to different locations and targets. Primarily, they settled near the city of Homs where they establish                 

the al-Shayrat airbase, from which they led their attacks and fought off on ground the rebels and other                  

forces, and further on used drones to have their enemies retract from attacking. Another very active                

moment for Russia in Syria was from March to December of 2016, where they kept attacking the                 

opposition, combating ground forces and using their vessels at the Mediterranean Sea, but in September,               

the Unites States suspended talks with Russia for the U.S. Government accused Russia of “flagrant               

violations of international law” in Syria, so further investigation of war crimes were started. Since               

January of 2017, Russia and Turkey have united in conducting airstrikes against ISIS. On January 6th,                

Russia stated they would take out their forces out of Syria, only five days afterwards, they conducted an                  

attack on the United States’ airbase in Syria with four jets.  

United States of America 

Throughout the years of war, the United States has been one of the countries that is the most                  

involved in the Syrian War, thanks to its interventions and attacks at the Syrian Government and terrorist                 

parties in Syria. When the Syrian Civil War initiated in 2011, the US supplied the Free Syrian Army,                  

which is the rebel group army, with food rations and trucks, but as the war escalated, the goods given                   

evolved to money, military training and intelligence. On September 22, 2014 the US, alongside many               

nations began an attack at the Islamic State for part of a military intervention against ISIS. Later on in                   

November 6, the US struck ISIS headquarters in Idlib. In 2015, the first day of the year the US led the                     

70th round of airstrikes around Syria, all aimed at ISIS in different locations, attacking their fundamental                

bases. By the end of January, there had been 94 airstrikes by the US, all targetting ISIS. In October 2015,                    

President Obama ordered dozens of Special Operations troops into Kurdish-controlled territory to assist             

rebels in the fight with the government and ISIS. As 2016 passed, the US kept supplementing special                 

forces to the Syrian opposition to further aid the fight against ISIS and worked with other countries to                  

strike ISIS and bring down their army. Since the 22nd of September 2014, and the 23rd of January 2017,                   

airstrikes from the US have killed 7,043 people across Syria; civilians, ISIS fighters, government soldiers,               

and Al-Nusra Front militants. On April 7 2017, in response to a chemical attack by the Syrian                 

government, the US launched missile strikes on the place that such chemical attacks were fired from,                
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marking the first attack by the United States to the Syrian government.  

Refugees 

In May 2017, it was registered that 13.5 million Syrian Refugees required humanitarian assistance,              

from which 6 million are internally spread in Syria, for over 4.8 million are refugees wandering around                 

Syrian walls. For placed refugees, Turkey is the largest host country with over 2.7 million syrian refugees.                 

The assistant to the refugees is given by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, where in                 

2016 they were able to permanently settle 170,000 refugees in various nations.  

Major Parties Involved and Their Views 

Bashar al-Assad’s Regime 

The President of Syria, Bashar al-Assad, has maintained power after six years of Civil War where                

his reputation has been tainted by 250,000 casualties. President al-Assad gained power of the Nation after                

his father’s death in 2000, where he constantly violated human rights by torturing and detaining civilians                

with no legal basis to do so, but he won the r-election in 2007 for his family had monopolistic power in                     

Syria and controlled many aspects of the society. After all the casualties with the protests from 2011 on,                  

the President denied to have ever told his military to kill civilians on the protest, but soonafter he                  

promised the public to crush what he called “terrorism” with an “iron fist.” 

Islamic State 

In 2014, a state governed by the laws of Shia, attacked and conquered parts of the Syrian territory                  

where they spread fear and tortured civilians to get their believes across cities and nations. The revelation                 

of the group in Syria led to the creation of the National Coalition by the United States, which is followed                    

by many countries, and attacks back the Islamic State. The Islamic State is the world’s most wealthy                 

military group, as it is funded by Middle East Islamic charities and Assad’s Syrian government.  

The National Coalition 

The National Coalition is a political entity, consisting of the ideals of the first rebel groups that                 

attended the streets in 2011 to fight for the rights of civilians, which is at war with the current government                    

led by Bashar al-Assad. Through the support of the international community and many groups, such as                

the Syrian Free Army, the Coalition has been able to hold back the government in some places and fight                   
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back in others, defending the rights of civilians and Syrian population.  

Russia 

President Bashar al-Assad’s most valuable supporter is Russia, for Syria has been allied with              

Russia for many years, it is crucial for the wellbeing of Russia, to keep the Syrian government in power.                   

During meetings with the United Nations, Russia has turned down resolutions of intervening in Syria and                

has supplied the government of Syria with weapons, even though the rest of the world shames them upon                  

it. Russia’s point of interest in Syria is protecting their naval facility at the port of Tartous, where they                   

allocate their Black Sea fleet; but also the air forces they store at Latakia. Recently, in September 2015,                  

Putin launched air strikes supposedly against the rebels, but rather hitting the Western Forces.  

United States of America 

The United States strongly stands by the idea that President Bashar al-Assad must be removed               

from power for all the grave violations of human rights that have occurred over the years, but the                  

President suggests that diplomatic actions should be taken to restore a transitional organization. The              

United States supports the Syrian government’s major opposition, the National Coalition by aiding them              

with military assistance. Since September of 2014, the US has attacked Assad’s troops and IS fighters. On                 

April 2017, the new elect president of the United States launched a massive airstrike on the Syrian                 

government installations after they refused a chemical weapon upon the rebel groups. In May 2017,               

Trump instructed in the Pentagon to his military forces to “annihilate” the Islamic State in Syria.  

Saudi Arabia 

The Sunni-ruled Kingdom of Saudi Arabia strongly believes that Assad should be taken off power               

as a president by force or by handing over his presidency to a transitional government, as a solution to the                    

Civil War conflict. Saudi Arabia is an important supplier to the rebel groups by assisting in military and                  

financial aid. And has further on created a no-fly zone over his territory to prevent the Syrian government                  

to make airstrikes against his nation. Saudi Arabia gravely disagreed with the choice made by the United                 

States at not intervening in the Civil War after the chemical weapon attack done by the government                 

against the rebels in 2013. But further on, has allied to the United States in fighting IS forces by air                    

campaigns.  

Turkey 
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Since the beginning of the Syrian War, Turkey has peacefully addressed Assad to hand over the                

government to another candidate. President Recep has stated how it is imposible that the Syrian people                

accept the regime of a dictator who killed nearly 250,000 innocent lives. Turkey is a firm believer of the                   

Syrian opposition and has hosted more than 2 million refugees fleeing Syria. Turkey allied with the                

US-led Coalition to have bases on its territory to fight the IS in Syria, and use their air bases to strike                     

bomb attacks.  

Iran  

The Iran Government has used millions of dollars in the last years to support President Assad’s                

regime and boost their power by giving military aid, oil transfers and lines of credit. President Assad is                  

Iran’s closest Islamic ally and the transportation hub for Iranian weapon shipments aimed to reach the                

Lebanese Shia Islamic Movement of Hezbollah. Furthermore, Iran prompted for the Hezbollah group to              

send fighters to Syria and assist Assad’s military army. Later on, Iran suggested that Syria should                

transition into a new government through democratic elections and was involved in peace talks when the                

United Nations meet in Vienna.  

Hezbollah Group 

Since 2014, the Hezbollah Group has been in complete support with the Syrian Government and is                

one of the most active forces with the combat against Lebanon. In a number of occasions, Hezbollah                 

weapon convoys to the Syrian Government in Syria and Syrian-Lebanese border areas were attacked,              

with Israel being the main suspected party behind most such attacks, though Israel did not claim                

responsibility except for the March 2017 Israel–Syria incident. Hezbollah convoys have also been             

attacked by Syrian rebel factions, most notably the Al-Nusra Front. 

Timeline of Events 

Date Description of Event 

March 2011 Violence rises in Daraa after teenagers were arrested for writing          

political graffiti. Protests began and the Syrian Government, after the          

police killed dozens of people, announced plans to appease citizens.  

August 2011 The US imposes sanctions against al-Assad by freezing Syria’s assets          
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in the US. Also the European Union bans the import of Syrian oil.  

January 28, 2012 The Arab League suspends its mission in Syria as violence continues.  

July 23, 2012 The Syrian Foreign Ministry spokesman, Jihad Makdissi, threatens to         

use chemical and biological weapons against outside forces: "No         

chemical or biological weapons will ever be used...unless Syria is          

exposed to external aggression." 

October 3, 2012 Five civilians were killed in the Syrian border with Turkey, so Turkey 

aims at Syrian targets and government gives permission to deploy its 

Turkish soldiers to foreign countries.  

November 12, 2012 Israel fires across Syria in response to a mortar shell hitting an Israeli 

military post.  

June 13, 2013  US President Barack Obama says that Syria has crossed a "red line" 

with its use of chemical weapons against rebels. His administration 

indicates that it will be stepping up its support of the rebels, who have 

been calling help to provide arms needed to battle Assad's forces. 

September 9, 2013 Syria agrees with Russia to give up the control of its chemical weapons.  

September 22, 2014 The US and allies launch airstrikes against ISIS targets in Syria, 

focusing on the city of Raqqa. 

March 15, 2016 Russia withdraws forces from Syria, after they achieved their objective 

of helping the Syrian troops take back their territory from the terrorists. 

September 17-25, 2016 US- led coalition sends airstrikes near Deir Ezzor Airport to hit ISIS 

but kills 62 Syrian Soldiers instead. 200 airstrikes hit Aleppo during 

one weekend.  

December 22, 2016 Government has taken full control of Aleppo, ending more than a four 

years of rebel rule there.  
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April 4-6, 2017 Dozens of civilians are killed in a chemical attack in the rebel-held 

town of Khan Sheikhoun, some claim it was terrorists but others that it 

was the Syrian government. US launches military strike on Syrian 

government in response.  

 

UN involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events 

● United Nations Security Council Resolution 2043, 21 April 2012 (S/RES/2043) 

o This resolution established the United Nations Supervision Mission, known as UNSMIS,           

in Syria. Comprising a quick distribution of 300 unarmed military spies that would             

monitor the cease of armed violence “in all its forms by all parties.” It also included a the                  

implementation of the United NAtions Joint Special Envoy’s.  

 

● United Nations Security Council Resolution 2209, 6 March 2015 (S/RES/2209) 

o This resolution condemned any use of chlorine as a weapon in Syria, and if any parties did                 

use them, as a result of the Resolution, the party would suffer from economic sanctions, as                

well as military, to enforce “Chapter VII” of the United Nations Resolutions.  

 

● United Nations Security Council Resolution 2332, 21 December 2016 (S/RES/2332) 

o This resolution authorizes for the humanitarian agencies to cross the war limits and             

establish aiding mechanisms to monitor the implementation of all humanitarian relief           

consignments. Also recalls that so;me violations and abuses committed in the war amount             

to war crimes and crimes against humanity. Finally, it demands for the Syrian-owned political              

transition, for the war to end and republic to begin.  

 

 

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

As seen in the timeline of events, many countries have tried to aid the government troops, or the                  

rebel groups, depending on the country, so one side wins the war and peace subsides. Apart from that, the                   

United Nations has had dozens of resolutions to attempt peace treaties to end the war or the usage of                   

chemical weapons but all bonds and promises are broken. The Syrian government made a pact with                
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Russia, where it would give up its chemical weapons, but months later they had a cargo delivered with                  

new chemical weapons that they put in use shortly after that. Showing that the government does not                 

negotiate but rather only wants to win the war against the rebels and ISIS.  

A great issue with the Resolutions previously made is that they are in power for a series of time,                   

rather than for the longitated time of the war, as long as it may be. So when the Resolution is not in order                       

anymore and any aid that was given stops, chaos begins again. So a resolution that could encompass all                  

important resolutions that are outdated and those that are in power currently could bring end to the                 

conflict at hand.  

Possible Solutions 

After many agreements in Vienna by the United Nations, it has been a common ground that the                 

priority in Syria should be to clear all terrorist groups, re-establish the country’s territorial integrity, and                

leave the Syrian people to have a democratic election to choose their leader. But to reach such objectives,                  

terrorists groups need to be fought off, and such needs to be done by focusing all resources to attacking                   

terrorists and when beating them, focus on taking down the government army. As the United Nations                

Security Council, measures to ensure the safety of civilians should be taken through Peacekeepers and the                

manufactures of all weapons should cease. One concern about international involvement in the Syrian              

Crisis is the fear of it turning into a proxy war, and so there must be a balance between involvement and                     

abstention from directly tampering with the nation and its politics. Of course, international involvement is               

needed to end the conflict, but nevertheless, it has proven difficult to distinguish when countries intervene                

for private gain.  
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